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Finance report to 31 March 2021 

Purpose 

1. This paper reports on the LSB’s financial performance for the twelve months to 

31 March 2021 prior to the preparation of the Resource accounts and the 

external audit. 

Recommendation 

2. The Board is invited to review the Finance report. 

3. Expenditure for the full year to 31 March is £3.914m against an approved budget 

of £3.923m for the same period. This £9k budget underspend in March 

compares with a £19k budget underspend in February (and a £71k budget 

underspend at the same stage last year March 2020). This underspend variance 

to budget is 0.2% so well within the MoJ variance threshold of 5% (£196k). 

4. During January 2021, the executive undertook a reforecast exercise (Q3 

forecast) using 9 months of actual expenditure. This projected that expenditure 

for the full year is expected to be £3.923m, so in line with the original budget of 

£3.923m. 

5. Colleague costs £2,906k (£37k underspend to Q3 Forecast) Actual pay costs 

for March were broadly in line with the forecasted costs from the pay model and 

the actual 33.2 FTE matched the forecast exactly. Following a Q4 exercise to 

reduce outstanding leave, we can confirm the adverse accrued leave movement 

is only £8k for 2020-21 (compared to £32k forecasted at Q3) which takes the 

total accrued leave provision to £46k at year end. 

6. Research costs £212k (£19k overspend to Q3 Forecast) –The March actual 

research spend matched the forecasted amount of £103k in the February 

finance paper and this has ensured overall outturn is close to budget. Significant 

projects include Public Panel Ongoing competence (£36k spend in March) and 

the Consumer Panel tracker project (£32k spend in March) 
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7. Governance and support services £100k (£14k overspend to Q3 forecast) – 
there has been some recruitment costs incurred on OLC board recruitment 

which was unforeseen at the Q3 forecast stage We have accrued approximately 

£10k of costs for the work on the recruitment to the 3 OLC board vacancies. 

8. All other P&L categories have a variance of £5k or less to Q3 forecast. 

Income 

9. The 2020-21 levy invoices totalling £3.920m has been collected in full, from the 

10 Approved Regulators in March. The average calendar days to collect was 23 

days. 

Resource accounts 

10. The 2020-21 Resource accounts will now be prepared from these management 

accounts ahead of the external audit commencing on Monday 19 April (taking 

place for 2 weeks). The legacy PAYE liability will be added to the Resource 

accounts to create a Net Expenditure (deficit) for the current year. We have not 

heard back from HMRC on our voluntary disclosure made in January so at the 

moment, we intend to include the £74.1k figure stated in the 2019-20 ARA. To 

confirm, this will be funded from reserves rather than levy funded as agreed with 

MoJ. 

Value for Money 

11. Effectiveness - the LSB Research spend of 168k for 2020/21 is £96k more than 

the 2019-20 LSB Research spend (£72k) and this demonstrates improved 

effectiveness of how LSB are utilising levy funds for spend on programmes and 

projects which directly achieve our objectives. 

Annexes 

Annex 1: Comparison of actual to forecast to budgeted expenditure 

Risks and mitigations 

Financial: There are no financial risks – this is a factual report 

Legal: There are no legal risks - this is a factual report 

The LSB must demonstrate effective management of its funds. This 
Reputational: report facilitates Board scrutiny of LSB’s financial management and 

decision-making in relation to allocation of resources. 

Resource: There are no resource risks - this is a factual report 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FoI) 



Para ref FoI exemption and summary Expires 

N/A None N/A 


